Photo submission guidelines

Thank you for taking part in sportanddev’s 100th e-Newsletter celebrations, we greatly appreciate your contribution.

Here are a couple of guidelines that will make our lives easier when editing, and hopefully help you when taking this photo:

1. The photo(s) should include the number 100 – draw it, scribble it, make it, find it or print it: bit.ly/sportanddev100_img

2. Please ensure the photo is in focus and of good quality

3. Hold the camera horizontally to take the photo, leaving some space around the subject (see diagram right)

See some examples from the sportanddev Operating Team: flic.kr/s/aHsjHvzY1Z

Submitting the photo

Once you have taken your photo, you can tweet it on Twitter or post it to our Facebook wall ensuring you mention @sportanddev and use the hashtag #sportanddev100.

Or you can email the photo by following these three simple steps:

1. Visit our online form: bit.ly/sportanddev100

2. Complete the form and attach your photo(s)

3. Click Send Now! to submit your photo

If you have any questions or need some help please contact info@sportanddev.org

Photos must be received by 27 September 2013

By participating, you authorise sportanddev to edit, use and distribute any photos submitted as a part of this community building project.